Areas of Success:

Our students met the course assessment goals in all but 1 area.

Areas of Concern:

The goal on leadership was the one that we did not attain our goal. Leadership is of great importance, but we are considering if that is more of a 2nd semester goal for our students. Our measurement tool was didactic because we had changed our clinical evaluation tool to leave that as a 2nd semester expectation/evaluation. That is something we will have to revisit after we see what our 2nd semester assessment shows.

Impact Issues:
We believe that we had a positive impact on our success because we spent time verifying (and reteaching when necessary) some clinical skills early in the fall semester that we have previously assumed students would be proficient in performing.
To help students be more successful in the areas of professionalism we
  1. Were more proactive in orientation to hopefully impact the level of professionalism our students portray.
  2. Focused a portion of the clinical tool very specifically on professional behaviors, making them critical elements that had to be met in order to continue in the program.

We initiated a Contract for Success for even the first infraction of Critical Elements

Resources Needed:
Continue to try to fill the FT instructor position, but we also need to work on being in closer contact with adjunct instructors to try to improve consistency of expectations in the clinical areas.
CAS Feedback:
We will continue to work on more specific ways to evaluate some of the areas.
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